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Knitting Pattern Shawl In A Ball Feather And Fan
Shawl
MoonLight Shawl is a romantic way to bring in any season. A great shawl or scarf
this knitting project is fairly easy and is a fun knit! Written instructions as well as
charted, you can pick the one right for you. Created in a silk and cotton blend you
can use any lace weight yarn to make your an original! Apprx 14 inches wide and
60 inches long it can be made to any length you wish simply by increasing the
repeats.
Enhanced with more than three hundred images, a comprehensive history of
knitting in America includes twenty historical knitting patterns.
Curls are marvelously flexible, wearable wraps that work with any weight of yarn,
can be knit at any gauge, and look beautiful at any size. Knit them small and
wear them as a cowl. Keep going to make a scarf. Do a bit more, and you've got
a shawl. They form a curved shape that drapes beautifully around your neck and
shoulders and can be worn in lots of different ways. Use your favourite yarn, and
knit at whatever gauge gives you the fabric you like best.
Knit Prayer Shawls, -With 15 easy to advanced designs to make for people in
need, this small hardcover book is handy for on-the-go knitters. Concealed spiral
binding.
Are you dreaming about knitting crescent shawls - or even to design your own? If
your answer is yes, the Complete Guide to Crescent Shawls has been written
just for you! Welcome to the Complete Guide to Crescent Shawls: learn different
construction principles, how to alter size and shape and tips & tricks to knit
crescent shawls and create crescent shawl patterns YOUR way! Crescents have
been very popular shawl shapes for a few years and don't seem to lose any
popularity among knitters all over the world so far. It's definitely time for a
complete guide to crescent shawls: all about construction principles, calculating
size and shape, altering existing patterns, incorporating stitch patterns into
crescent shawls and lots of tips & tricks to create awesome crescent shawls and
patterns! This book contains detailed instructions for - Different ways to shape
crescent shawls without using short rows - Different construction methods - How
to introduce stitch patterns - How to alter size and shape of crescent shawls Pattern Templates & Recipes ... and many example patterns for crescent shawls.
The book Plant Anatomy by Nehemiah Grew (published in 1680) inspired me to
create a collection of shawl designs around the theme microscopic anatomy of
plants. Grew's book is full of detailed, beautiful illustrations of the microscopic
anatomy of plants: mostly cells, and lots of interesting textures evolving naturally.
I decided to create a shawl design collection and document the project from start
to finish, providing you exclusive insight on the details of creation processes of
ten different shawl designs, their compilation into a pattern collection and their
final publication in book form.
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Sock yarns are so yummy. They come in many colorways and fiber
contents--and they're everywhere. Best of all, they're versatile; you can use these
fabulous fibers for a lot more than socks. You can make shawls! Learn how to
work from a knitting chart; instructions for 15 striking shawls are charted and
written out Get tips for choosing the right yarn--from fiber content to color--plus
tips on using stitch markers, making shawls bigger, and more Make great gifts;
find a variety of knitted-shawl patterns to suit yourself and your friends
35 knitting patterns for beautiful shawls and wraps, from a simple garter-stitch
wrap in bulky yarn to a lightweight lace evening wrap for experienced knitters
There’s simply nothing more versatile than knitted shawls. They can be lacy or
chunky, bright or neutral, cabled or just plain garter stitch, but they are always
stylish, useful, and perfect for when you need a little extra warmth. Laura Strutt
has designed 35 beautiful shawls and wraps, with something for everyone, from
novice knitters to experts. Divided into Bright and Beautiful, Warm and Rich, and
Neutral and Natural shades, the patterns use a complete rainbow of colors,
including variegated yarns. The stitch patterns are just as diverse, with textured
triangles, beaded lace stitches, and overlapping “waves”. Start with a beautifully
warm garter stitch wrap in a cool glacier blue—quick to knit even for a beginner—or
a rainbow-striped triangular shawl. Then try a fashionable ombré-shaded shawl
with an eyelet pattern, or a gray and white monochrome shawl with a bright
contrast edging. For more experienced knitters, there are larger projects such as
the brioche-stitch shawl, or the feather and fan stitch afghan in a variegated silkbased yarn. You will be spoilt for choice with these beautiful designs.
Painting Shawls is a collection of thirteen knitted shawl patterns designed by Stephen West.
Each pattern features Westknits' signature architectural style and bold graphic color
combinations. The instructions are easy to follow and appropriate for adventurous beginners
and advanced knitters alike. This hardcover book is filled with inspirational photos, showing
multiple samples of each design to inspire your own color interpretations. In addition to
patterns, this book includes several technique chapters like how to substitute yarns and
customize the size of each shawl along with how to swatch and weave in your ends. There are
also several cast on photo tutorials and video links throughout the book to teach and guide you
through the artistic shawl knitting process. Each book includes a free download code, so you
can access individual PDFs of all thirteen shawl patterns. Dive into the woolly world of
Westknits and use these playful shawl designs as landscapes to paint with yarn. If you're going
to make it by hand, make it grand!
The knitting trend is being fueled by wonderful new yarns like ribbon, frizzy, eyelash, and
metallic. This books presents easy knit patterns that make the most of these irresistible novelty
and decorative yarns. Knitters will learn the secrets of combining colors and textures while
creating stunning accessories in no time. Each project has variations showing how different
yarns will totally change the look. The easy knit stitches and techniques are taught step by step
with photographs. Throughout, a yarn expert shares her tips to make knitting more enjoyable
and successful. It is for both beginning knitters, who usually start with scarves and will love this
way to take their craft to the next level, and experienced knitters, who are all yarn addicts!
A collection of 30 knitted shawl patterns for high-quality, vibrantly colored wearables using
Koigu's popular signature materials organizes patterns by weights, from ultra-luxe lace to
popular bulky yarns. Original.
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Pattern designer Marie Greene, author of Seamless Knit Sweaters in 2 Weeks, has created 30
fast new patterns for beautiful boutique-quality accessories. Every project is created to be easyto-memorize and portable, so even knitters with busy schedules can finish in a week or less.
These knits may be quick, but every design is infused with Marie’s signature classic style,
modern features and lasting quality. Intermediate and experienced knitters will love knitting up
professional designs with satisfying textures in less than half the time of a typical shawl
pattern. Scarf and wrap patterns are perfect for beginners who want to create beautiful details
the quick and easy way. Readers will also discover a bonus section with cute cowls to knit in a
weekend: the perfect last-minute gift. With a wide range of colors and designs, these garments
are easy to throw on and complete any outfit. Marie’s warm, encouraging voice, essential tips
and tricks, and special time-saving techniques make this book a must-have for knitters of any
level.
Presents sixteen patterns for knitting lacy shawls from sock yarns, ranging from small
shawlettes to large circular shawls.
Crochet is relaxing and fun to work on, and there are so many projects to try. The crochet
shawl is one of my favorites.Shawls are so versatile and can be worn in every season. Throw a
shawl over a dress in Summer or wrap up on a chilly October night. They can be made in any
shape or size, out of any material.This book has 8 crochet shawl patterns, each unique and
suitable for any occasion. Choose from these easy crochet patterns. There are options for
beginner crochet and advanced alike. You won't be bored with all these patterns at your
fingertips.
Photographs accompany directions for more than two hundred and fifty folk designs including
the popular Fair Isle and Fisherman patterns
Create delicate knitted lace fashions, and then kick them up a notch with beautiful beaded
embellishments, led by lace expert Anniken Allis. • 24 original beaded lacework patterns for
shawls, sweaters, vests, cowls, ponchos, and more • Step-by-step color photos accompany
tutorials on the basics of knitting lace (including reading charts) and how to create stunning
embellishments with beads • Patterns offer the chance to indulge in luxury yarn, as most of
them require only a single skein

Wrap Yourself in Timeless Knitting Style! A shawl may be the perfect knitting
project. It's quick to stitch, the ideal-size for trying new techniques, and the end
result is a versatile, practical accessory. Whether light and airy for a warm
summer evening or cozy and cabled to protect against winter’s chill, you can't go
wrong with a shawl. For this collection of classic shawl patterns, we combed
through the Interweave archives to carefully collect an array of popular styles.
Knitters at all levels will find something to keep their needles busy exploring lace,
cables, colorwork, and more. Create a lacy layer with Ilme's Autumn Triangle.
Experiment with color on the Impasto Shalwette. Or whip up the simple yet
engaging Madeleine shawl. With patterns for a range of weights and warmth
levels, this book will help you stay wrapped in stitches any time of year.
A collection of six knitting patterns for stoles, shawls, scarves and capes. Skill
level beginner to advanced. Full color illustrations and photos. Includes my
individual patterns Starry Waves Stole, Lapland Cape, Fringed Triangle Shawl,
Lace Scarf Knit On The Bias, Lady Mary Capelet and Jewelry Necklace or Stole
in a handy paperback collection.
26 Vintage Shawl and Stoles for you to Knit! Knit these beautiful shawls, scarfs,
and stoles from the past and make them your own with these vintage knitting
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patterns. Patterns originated in the 1940's, 1950's and 1960's with a few that are
from an earlier date. All easy enough to knit for the current day. Such comfortable
fashion accessories can be knitted to wear to the movies, church suppers,
meetings, the theater and the senior prom. Here is a collection of Knit Shawl
Patterns for daytime and evening wear in easy knit stitches and simple
instructions for knitting. As beautiful as notes in a new song, as soft as sweet
music. We have collected a beautiful group of Knit Shawl Patterns for you to knit.
Enjoy knitting patterns from the past and using updated yarn to create beautiful
projects and make them your own! Patterns Include Knitted Scarf Allegro Shawl
Beacon Hill Cape Stole Contralto Shawl Country Club Shawl Crescendo Shawl
Flower Stole Harmony Shawl Lacy Shruggy Lacy Stole Little Scarf Long Striped
Stole Metron Shawl Minuet Shawl Nob Hill Shawl Park Avenue Shawl Plaza
Shawl Pocket Stole Polka Dot Stole Shoulderette Sonata Shawl Sport Scarf
Symphony Three Corner Shawl Adaigo Shawl
Modern Knitted Shawls and Wraps35 warm and stylish designs to knit, from lacy
shawls to chunky afghansCICO Books
Knit yourself stunning Latvian accessories including gloves, hats, scarves and
shawls with this collection of colourwork knitting patterns and charts from the
author of Knit Like a Latvian: Mittens and Knit Like a Latvian: Socks. Stranded
colourwork knitting never goes out of fashion because the results are so
beautiful. This is the third title in our Knit Like a Latvian series which looks at
knitting patterns using traditional Latvian colourwork designs. This title features
40 patterns for gloves, hats, wraps and scarves all featuring a distinctive Latvian
colour work design element. You can choose from gloves and fingerless mittens
with selected colourwork details on the cuffs or an all over stranded colourwork
design on a scarf or wrap for maximum impact. Knitting has always played an
important role in traditional Latvian culture: girls are taught to knit at a young age,
and some schools still teach knitting as part of the curriculum. It is also traditional
for brides to give socks and mittens as a gift to guests on their wedding day. This
collection captures the essence of these stunning folk patterns and shows how
you can mix these traditional designs with your contemporary wardrobe. Author
Ieva Ozolina has designed a range of accessories featuring traditional Latvian
motifs and design elements such as Latvian braids to create this beautiful
collection. The wider variety of projects and styles will give this title broad appeal
and the accessibility of some of the projects such as the wraps and scarves
make them suitable for less experienced knitters while the more detailed patterns
for gloves will appeal to more experienced knitters. The size of the smaller
projects means they don't use very much yarn and they make very portable
projects for when you're on the move. Knit Like a Latvian Accessories also looks
at the stories behind the design motifs which are steeped in folk tradition - for
example, if you include the sun motif design in your knitting it is thought that the
item will offer extra warmth to the wearer - so you can understand the traditions
behind the knitting.
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Saint Patrick's Day, or the Feast of Saint Patrick, is a cultural and religious
celebration held on 17 March, the traditional death date of Saint Patrick, the
foremost patron saint of Ireland. Want to make your own gorgeous green and
gold St. Patrick's Day Knitting? In search of easy St. Patrick's Day knitting for
kids? Lucky you! These easy projects will look adorable on display in your home
and keep both kids and adults entertained and in crafting bliss. There are ideas
here for all skill levels, from beginner to the semi-professional. Whether you're
looking for a quick, easy knitting your child's day, or an elegant DIY shamrock
knitting to hang on your door this is something is this gallery for all types.
Ever came across the perfect shawl pattern but it was just not the right size or
shape? Welcome to ADJUSTABLE SHAWLS: resize, customize and reshape
any shawl pattern to knit shawls and create shawl patterns YOUR way! Size
matters: Women come in different shapes - shawls should too. This book teaches
how to resize, adapt, customize and reshape shawl patterns from square shawls
via stoles, crescents, triangles and circles to vortex and swirl shawls. There's a
whole chapter devoted on how to resize and recombine shawls with intricate
stitch patterns, like knitted lace and how to deal with calculations - no more math
phobia! Adjustable Shawls comes with six example patterns and pattern
templates for each shawl shape covered.
Projects: a wide triangle, scarf or shawl with a center pattern, large rectangle with
center diamond pattern, large rectangle in spider net, the cap shawl, a handsome
triangle, alpine knit scarf, spider's-web shawls, Miss Lambert's Shetland pattern
for shawl, large rectangle in leaf and trellis, two sampler shawls, a knitted veil, a
curved shawl with diamond edging, scarf with striped border, scarf with Clarence
border, scarf with edging, scarf with a wide and handsome border, scarf with the
open and solid diamond lace and edging, Victorian ruby scarf, scarf with holly
berries, scarf with french trellis border, scarf with edging 21 and insertion 25,
double-bordered scarf with diamond borders, double dolphin lace scarf, lady's
circular cape in shell pattern, a harebell fichu, the opera fichu, half-square in
Trinity stitch, shoulder shawl in Syrian pattern, shoulder shawl in cherry leaf
pattern, three-cornered shawl in clover pattern, myrtle leaf shawl, melon pattern
for shawl or scarf, diamonds and triangles, the Victoria shawl, stripes and torchon
lace, the Maltese shawl.
Are You Ready to Learn How To Design Your Own Shawls? Welcome to Shawl Design
in Plain English, the Ultimate Crash Course on Shawl Design! Are you ready to
discover how to create your own shawl knitting patterns? Are you ready to learn how to
turn your ideas for shawls into knitting patterns that sell? If you answer is a resounding
'Yes!', then this crash course on shawl design is definitely for you. Maybe you are an
amateur just getting started, or perhaps you already know a few things about this
amazing craft and you'd like to reach the next level. Don't worry, this course will
approach shawl design from both starting points. The idea is to get all the necessary
skills to learn how to design shawls in almost no time. You will learn from the ABCS of
shawl knitting (the necessary supplies that you need, all the stitches, all about yarn
weights, and much more) to advance techniques that can help you to make your own
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shawl knitting patterns. Want to hear the best part? Every shawl shape covered in this
book comes with a pattern template (a recipe!) you can use as a starting point for your
own designs. You will be able to design shawls we can be proud of! The idea is very
simple. You will learn shawl design from zero to hero. We will go from the root to the
top of this amazing craft. And in the end you will have a special bonus! So let's go for it!
Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn Inside... * Welcome To Your Own Shawl
Designs * Rhomboid Shawls* Polygon Shawls* Vortex Shawls* Shawls with slits*
Pattern Templates * Much, much more!
Shawls are currently making a huge comeback in the fashion world, but many people
do not realize that the shawl has been worn for many centuries and in many cultures.
This collection of patterns and traditions features shawls from around the world. From
the Himalayas to Spain, from Iceland to Japan, and from Mexico to Norway, many of
the shawls featured here have been taken from examples of historic knitted shawls.
Other designs have been translated into knitwear from patterns for woven or lace
shawls. Included are 25 patterns as well as historical and cultural information about
shawls that have been used for prayer and mourning, as bridal veils, and as christening
garments. Each design is presented with a full-page color photo, written instructions,
and charts.
Free Spirited. Mysterious. Romantic. Welcome to the Shawl Society, Season 1, a
collection of timeless, boho-inspired shawl knitting patterns by designer Helen Stewart
of Curious Handmade. The six designs in this collection cover the entire shawl
spectrum. You'll encounter different shapes, sizes, and techniques along the way, and
the difficulty level ranges from relaxing patterns you can knit as you lounge by the
lakeside to more challenging projects which will ignite your sense of adventure. Each of
these shawls will take you on a journey. All you have to do is follow the path as it
unfolds, one step at a time. THE PATTERNS The patterns are all knitted shawls. Most
are confident beginner level but one or two require more intermediate skills. The format
of the patterns is written in full the Curious Handmade Percentage Checklist
Pattern(TM) format and charts for lace are included to supplement the written
directions.
Learn to knit feather soft and beautifully warm Shetland lace shawls
Suitable for all skill levels, these simple and delicate stitch patterns result in
sophisticated styles that belie their "easy-to-knit" accessibility. Includes more advanced
projects that introduce lace, cable, beading techniques.
Which one will you knit first? With some patterns for knitted shawls and wraps to
choose from, in so many styles, textures, and yarns, choosing your first project will be a
welcome challenge. From simple knit-purl designs for beginners to slip-stitch color work
designs, doubleknit, brioche, lace, and cables--there are designs to interest every level
of knitter. There are so many fabulous designs, this will become your go-to shawl
knitting book.
35 beautiful knitting designs, ranging from a simple wrap in bulky yarn for beginners to
a lightweight lace evening shawl for experienced knitters, from the author of Modern
Crocheted Shawls and Wraps There’s simply nothing more versatile than knitted
shawls. They can be lacy or chunky, bright or neutral, cabled or just plain garter stitch,
but they are always stylish, useful, and perfect for when you need a little extra warmth.
Laura Strutt has designed 35 beautiful shawls and wraps, with something for everyone,
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from novice knitters to experts. Divided into Bright and Beautiful, Warm and Rich, and
Neutral and Natural shades, the patterns use a complete rainbow of colors, including
variegated yarns. The stitch patterns are just as diverse, with textured triangles, beaded
lace stitches, and overlapping “waves”. Start with a beautifully warm garter stitch wrap
in a cool glacier blue—quick to knit even for a beginner—or a rainbow-striped triangular
shawl. Then try a fashionable ombré-shaded shawl with an eyelet pattern, or a gray and
white monochrome shawl with a bright contrast edging. For more experienced knitters,
there are larger projects such as the brioche-stitch shawl, or the feather and fan stitch
afghan in a variegated silk-based yarn. Whether you are knitting a cover-up for yourself,
or a gift for a friend or family, you will be spoilt for choice with these beautiful designs.
Shawls are practical, versatile, and an ever-popular project among knitters. Noted
designer Melissa Leapman has developed an innovative technique that promises
hundreds of beautiful shawl design options in Knitting Modular Shawls, Wraps, and
Stoles! Beginning with a simple triangular wedge, Leapman shows how multiple knit
triangles can be joined together to create square, rectangular, trapezoidal, and
semicircular shapes. Her easy and customizable technique offers knitters of all levels
endless flexibility in design and yarn choices. Charted patterns for 185 different stitches
allow readers to select their favorite embellishment for the main fabric of their shawl.
Colorful photographs of 20 of Leapman’s original designs illustrate the creative
potential of this technique.
Have you always wanted to knit? Know the basics, but you’re looking to stretch your
knitting skills? Knitting Patterns For Dummies is chock-full of simple instructions and
easy-to-follow patterns to help you create a wide range of classic, beautiful knits for the
whole family, from clothing to household items to gift ideas. This fun, friendly guide
gives you scores of new ways to have fun with needles and yarn, with great projects
such as basic ponchos and pullovers, felted bags and slippers, cabled sweaters, and
home and baby accessories, to name a few. You get step-by-step instructions for all the
patterns in the book, along with line drawings and 8 pages of full-color photos to guide
you. And, with the variations added at the end of many of the patterns, you’ll have
almost 100 projects to choose from! You’ll discover how to: Select the right yarn and
needles Decipher knitting lingo Measure your gauge, read a pattern, and understand
garment sizing Work with common stitches, such as the stockinette, garter seed, box,
and half linen Handle ribbing, cabling, and knitting lace Work with patterns with
rectangles, circles, and triangles Use colorful stitches such as the Stripes, Fair Isle, and
Mosaic Join shapes together in your design Create different textures and add color
throughout a piece or just as accents You’ll also find ten things you can knit with that
aren’t yarn or needles, as well as plenty of tips for caring for your knits once they’re
complete. From beanies to bags to blankets, Knitting Patterns For Dummies has it
all—everything you need to pick up your sticks and get creative right away!
A guide to lace knitting introduces techniques, includes a stitch directory, and features
project ideas for how to turn different stitches into such lace accessories as scarves,
hats, and shawls.
Learn to knit intricate cabled knot-work with this collection of 7 beautiful shawl patterns
inspired by Celtic and Pictish art. Celtic Cable Shawls is the first book by Scottish
designer Lucy Hague and features photography from the stunning Scottish Highlands,
along with information on the history of Celtic and Pictish art. All of the shawls feature
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completely original cable stitch patterns, and instructions are presented in both charted
and written form. For the intermediate knitter who is ready to take on a challenge, this
book provides a great starting point for exploring the techniques of closed-loop cable
knitting. ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Lucy Hague is an independent designer based in
Edinburgh, Scotland, who enjoys writing patterns with a focus on complex and
engaging texture and unique stitch patterns. Her work has been featured in The Knitter,
Knit Edge magazine, Pom Pom Quarterly and Knit Now. For more information, visit
www.lucyhague.co.uk.
A knitting sourcebook full of patterns and techniques for making shawls and wraps with
ease Kate Atherley and Kim McBrien Evans aim to equip adventurous knitters with the
skills to knit and create shawls and wraps of all shapes and sizes and to help them
forge their own shawl-knitting paths. Tips and tutorials address the technical aspects of
shawl knitting, from shaping to adapting stitch patterns to making color and fabric
choices. A gallery of patterns using a variety of yarns both mainstream and indie
provides knitters with inspiration for customizing and creating their own designs. More
than a dozen patterns illustrate the featured knitting techniques. One-third of the
patterns are aimed at beginning knitters, one-third teach intermediate knitters new skills
for intriguing results, and one-third o?er creative instruction in customizing. The
featured yarns are a mix: some luxury ?bers, some classics. Together, Atherley and
McBrien Evans provide a 360-degree view of the shawl-creation process from
designing to knitting
Are You Ready to Learn How To Design Your Own Shawls? Welcome to Shawl Design
in Plain English, the Ultimate Crash Course on Shawl Design! Are you ready to
discover how to create your own shawl knitting patterns? Are you ready to learn how to
turn your ideas for shawls into knitting patterns that sell? If you answer is a resounding
'Yes!', then this crash course on shawl design is definitely for you. Maybe you are an
amateur just getting started, or perhaps you already know a few things about this
amazing craft and you'd like to reach the next level. Don't worry, this course will
approach shawl design from both starting points. The idea is to get all the necessary
skills to learn how to design shawls in almost no time. You will learn from the ABCS of
shawl knitting (the necessary supplies that you need, all the stitches, all about yarn
weights, and much more) to advance techniques that can help you to make your own
shawl knitting patterns. Want to hear the best part? Every shawl shape covered in this
book comes with a pattern template (a recipe!) you can use as a starting point for your
own designs. You will be able to design shawls we can be proud of! The idea is very
simple. You will learn shawl design from zero to hero. We will go from the root to the
top of this amazing craft. And in the end you will have a special bonus! So let's go for it!
Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn Inside... * Welcome To Your Own Shawl
Designs * Circular Shawls* Annular Shawls* Crescent Shawls* Faroese Shawls*
Pattern Templates * Much, much more!
Are You Ready to Learn How To Design Your Own Shawls?Welcome to Shawl Design
in Plain English, the Ultimate Crash Course on Shawl Design! Are you ready to
discover how to create your own shawl knitting patterns? Are you ready to learn how to
turn your ideas for shawls into knitting patterns that sell? If you answer is a resounding
'Yes!', then this crash course on shawl design is definitely for you. Maybe you are an
amateur just getting started, or perhaps you already know a few things about this
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amazing craft and you'd like to reach the next level. Don't worry, this course will
approach shawl design from both starting points. The idea is to get all the necessary
skills to learn how to design shawls in almost no time. You will learn from the ABCS of
shawl knitting (the necessary supplies that you need, all the stitches, all about yarn
weights, and much more) to advance techniques that can help you to make your own
shawl knitting patterns. Want to hear the best part? Every shawl shape covered in this
book comes with a pattern template (a recipe!) you can use as a starting point for your
own designs. You will be able to design shawls we can be proud of! The idea is very
simple. You will learn shawl design from zero to hero. We will go from the root to the
top of this amazing craft. And in the end you will have a special bonus! So let's go for it!
Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn Inside... * Welcome To Your Own Shawl
Designs * Yarn & Needle Selection * Basic Stitches in Lace Knitting * Knitting Chart
Symbols * Elements in Shawl Construction * Calculations * Square Shawls Center Out *
Square Shawls Hem to Hem * Square Shawls Worked Diagonally * Triangle Shawls
Top Down * Triangle Shawls Bottom Up * Winged Triangle Shawls * Stoles Hem To
Hem * Stoles Center Outwards * Pattern Templates * Much, much more!
Choose your own knitting adventure--shawl style! Five-time author Jen Lucas returns
with a dozen lacy shawls to knit three ways: as wedges, crescents, and half-circles.
With the top-down method, you cast on just two or three stitches and watch your shawl
grow row by row. Both charted and written instructions for making each shawl are
included, so you can choose your favorite way to follow each pattern. Jen also inspires
you to unleash the designer within by providing four templates and 18 stitch patterns to
mix and match in mesmerizing one-of-a-kind shawls. Beautiful outdoor photography
features each shawl in a nature setting and on a model, so you can accurately judge
sizes and see options for wearing each shawl. From richly textured stitches that pop to
airy, romantic designs that call for a special occasion, these exquisite shawls will
capture your heart.
Knit beautiful lace clothing and accessories with this beautifully photographed collection
of stylish projects. Some of the world's top lace designers share 23 of their best
patterns. You'll learn to knit exquisite lace shawls, sweaters, cardigans, scarves, hats,
gloves, and more, with row-by-row directions and charted instructions. A range of
different patterns is provided for every season, along with 6 quick lace projects for
beginners. Includes yarn reviews, practical advice for correcting mistakes, and the
secrets of blocking lace for a perfect finish.
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